ON THE NUMBER OF SINGULAR POINTS, LOCATED ON THE UNIT CIRCLE, OF CERTAIN FUNCTIONS REPRESENTED BY C-FRACTIONS
VlKRAMADITYA SlNGH AND W. J. THRON
1. The continued fraction (1) 1 +
where the a n are positive integers and the d n φ § for all n^tl, are sometimes called C-f ractions. They were first studied by Leighton and Scott [2] . It is well known (see [1] ) that if (2) lim I d n \ ιja n=l and lima n =cn , the continued fraction (1) converges to a function which is meromorphic for all \z\ <1. The first results concerning the location of singular points of functions of this type were obtained by Scott and Wall [4] . Considerably better results were recently obtained by one of the present authors [5, 6] . In all of these results the continued fractions are assumed to satisfy the conditions (2) or even more restrictive ones. In this paper we are able to weaken condition (2) and replace it by
' (b) there exists a sequence {a n } such that lim a n = CXD and lim n h jk <C 2 .
While all but one of the previous results gave sufficient conditions for the function represented by (1) to have the circle \z\ =1 as a natural boundary, we give here criteria which are sufficient in order that the function has at least p singular points on the circle. Let A n {z)jB n {z) be the nth approximant of (1) and let σ n and τ n be the degrees of the polynomials A n (z) and B n (z), respectively. Also, let p n be the maximum of the degrees of A*(z) and B%(z) where A£(z)IB%(z) is the wth approximant of (1) 2. To establish the theorem we first note that the condition (2)' (a) is sufficient to insure the convergence of (1) in the wider sense, and hence to a meromorphic function, for all \z | <^1.
The condition (2)' (b) is sufficient to insure that
This is seen as follows. One shows by induction that p n is the sum of not more than
Let {a njc } be the sequence which is assumed to satisfy lim a njc ==^. Now denote by k(n) the number of elements of this subsequence which have a subscript less than or equal to n. Then n k(n:> + iy>n. Also in view of the second condition in (2)
, for n sufficiently large. Combining these two inequalities we obtain
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It follows that h n -p n contains at least ψi different a nic , for all n^>n 0 . Now, if M is a positive number, there exists an integer k 0 such that I a nΊc I > M for k> k Q . Then for all n > max (n 0 , 2^/7), (h n -p n )l(n4-1) ]> ηnM\2(n -f 1) and equation (5) is established.
Consider now the continued fraction (6) i+ and denote by /^w ) , f4 w) and k Cm:> the quantities in (6) corresponding to h n , p n and k in (1) . It is then clear that the function f m (z) to which (6) converges and the function f(z) to which (1) converges have, except for poles, the same singular points.
Proof. We observe that ( [3] , p. 15)
and The lemma then follows if for a fixed m we allow n to tend to It may also be noted that lim-^ ^-=oo, if (5) holds. n +1 Let 7 be an arbitrary positive quantity. There will then exist an m such that (7) |dj>_L(l-7)*» for n>m. 4
The following lemma will be useful. It is known (see [7] ) that
The omitted terms are of degree higher than h n in z. It is easily seen (see [4] ) that
We now introduce the transformation 1 -βw and note that φ is holomorphic for | w | < Ijβ and that it reduces to the identity transformation as a->β.
Replacing z by φ(w) in f(z) we obtain )) = ^\ , Q(w)
where P(w) and Q(w) may be so chosen that P(0)=Q(0)=l and that P and Q are holomorphic wherever F(w) is meromorphic. Relation (9) now becomes
Let us set =14-g x w 4-q 2 w z Λ , and assume that both these series have a radius of convergence p^> 1 + ε. It is then easy to see that all ceofficients in the expansion, in powers of (1 + e), of Taking the (h™ -p™) root on both sides and letting n tend to infinity we obtain v " = 1 + e
Here & Cm) is independent of m. The same applies to e since it depends on those singularities of f m (z) which are not poles and these, as we pointed out earlier, are the same as those of f(z). Thus we can omit the m and can let η tend to zero, since it can be arbitrarily small, and obtain l + e This can be rewritten as Now making use of the fact that 1 -f εjk <I (1 +• e) ιlk for &<?1 we can write Here we set sl>l/(l-/3(l-hε)) and solve for e. Since s>l/(l -β) this leads to
Thus by imposing on e the condition
which insures a fortiori that 1 -f ε < 1/β, we have obtained in (15) a further condition which ε must satisfy. It is clear that for a sufficiently close to β this second condition becomes much stronger than the one arbitrarily imposed on ε. This allows us to conclude that in a circle of radius 1 + ε', where ε' fails to satisfy (15), at least one of the two functions P or Q must have a singular point and hence F{w) must have a singular point not a pole somewhere in \w\<^l-\-ε f . Since φ(w) has no singular points in \w\<Ll + ε'<^llβ, the singular points of F{w) in this region are caused by singular points of f(z) in the image of this region under the mapping z=φ(w). Since f(z) is known not to have any singular points in |s|<Cl we can further narrow down the location of the singular points to that part of the image of \w\<Ll + ε f which is outside the unit circle in the z-plane. This is a sickle-shaped region which as a->β contracts to an arc of the unit circle symmetric about 2=1. Our aim now is to choose β (k of course is fixed) such that this arc becomes as small as possible.
Unless e<C (β--cc)(l + ε)l(l + β(l + ε) ), the arc discussed above will be all of the unit circle. This suggests that β should be so chosen that 
